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The best reviews of The Latest Reviews Start your review from our past Degler do not write the story of events, so if anyone I want to read about the US Civil War, I do not recommend it. But if you're wondering what led to the civil war and how it affected the development of the United States, don't move,
you've found your book. The author's giant study, written in the 1950s but re-recorded several times before the 1980s, examines what the subtitle so sabotically says: What forces have shaped the image of America today? On the one hand, fortunately for you, Degler doesn't write the story of events, so if
anyone wants to read about the US Civil War, I don't recommend it. But if you're wondering what led to the civil war and how it affected the development of the United States, don't move, you've found your book. The author's giant study, written in the 1950s but re-recorded several times before the 1980s,
examines what the subtitle so sabotically says: What forces have shaped the image of America today? On the one hand, the writer is in a fortunate position because he studies a fairly young state for which he had abundant resources for the history of origin from the beginning - since, measured on a
historical scale, he had just been born and had an army of quality scribes in his cradle. (Which, let's just say, can't be said about European state metuselads, so a stranger from afar - intellectually speaking - came to say what he wanted.) It's all easy work. The difficulty lies in the fact that it has to write a

history of development for a soft concept (let's call it Americanism), which is problematic in itself, because we are talking about a huge, diverse country whose citizens in some places are organized into groups with radically different principles - so what commonalities can be formulated about them? The
author avoids this trap, not wanting to highlight one or even the central thread, but lays out a whole set of reasons before us. Knowledge is a respectful, but all the more systematic mind that allows Degler to touch on almost every issue that may have shaped the present of America: the economy, foreign
policy, urbanization and agriculture, the rights of women, blacks and immigrants, the development of families. It's a dizzying set of information that you're trying to assign to each other, but it's even more dizzying that it can highlight as a result of this diverse material, to record the history of the United
States as an arc in which everything is connected. While not all sections are equally captivated, it simply categorizes my personal interests - and besides, I wouldn't dare give you anything but 5 stars for such a great intellectual achievement. One of the deepest texts ever written about world power. It's a
shame that Degler is no longer alive - I wonder what he would say about Trump. aad olian, amit talan orinteni cane, de neme Tessi (peldaul az-America Aslakosok problemer), im Ennec Okayt az eleshban correctel ace elgogadhathan megvil'tja.' Ez a sz'd't hat's - no s persze a megd'bbent'en apr
betűtípus - okozta, hogy ezzel a k'nyvvel kifejezetten lassan haladtam. Nagyabel Minden reesegiga olyan bujoggel ontota az y Informasocat as belelik fakado kyevtetzetsket, hogi gyacorta kellett megno pichenya egyaet. ... More Degler plots in a largely sociological arc of American development seeing the
sometimes painful but progressively growing approach to inclusive, guarantor society relies on an unbreakable alliance of states offering ciitzen equality (settled civil war after the spineless federal government that emerged as a result of the American Revolution) and the apparent socialism that emerged
from the Great Depression. For example, where it is not unusual for a book on American history to emphasize how the financia Degler plots in large part the sociological arc of American development seeing the at times painful but progressively growing approach to inclusive, guarantor society, relying on
an unbreakable alliance of states offering ciitzen equality (settled civil war after the spineless federal government that emerged as a result of the American Revolution) and the apparent socialism that originated from the Great Depression. For example, where it is not uncommon for a book on American
history to emphasize how financial panic is cyclical, this book explores how ani-immigrant fervor also rose and fell periodically. Degler looks back on the socialist thirties and post-World War I unionism and prosperity from the fifties see the future of a stronger central government offer more guarantees. ...
More Carl Degler writes history with flair, and his energetic and readable topical history of the United States, from our past (1959), has long been a favorite among college students and general readers. In 1972, another of his work, Neither Black nor White (1971), won the Pulitzer Prize for History and the
Bancroft Prize and co-won the Beveridge Prize. Born in Orange, New Jersey, Degler matriculated at Uppsala College and received his doctorate from Columbia University in 1947. He taught at Hunter College, New York University and City College of New York before joining the Faculty of Wassar College
in 1952. Sixteen years later, he moved to Stanford University, where he was a professor at Margaret Byrne until his retirement in 1990. In 1973 and 1974 he was Professor of Harmsworth at the University of Oxford. He served as president of the American Historical Association from 1958 to 1986 and the
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